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Bloomsburys Tax Rates And Tables 2018 19 Finance Act Edition
UK Tax rates and Tables updated in line with Finance Act 2019Includes useful commentary throughout to help readers with interpretation.
This superb book will guide the reader through the key issues and practical aspects of international tax practice. It demonstrates how different global tax systems interact and how to prevent paying more tax than necessary. The basic principles of each aspect of international taxation are outlined and then examined in greater depth and detail. This updated third edition includes coverage of both UK and EU legislation and
regulation, as well as the key cases and rulings. Complicated double taxation concepts are clearly illustrated with examples and diagrams to help the reader quickly understand how they'll apply in practice. Examples of policies adopted in other countries are included, along with specialist commentary and guidance.
This popular 250 page book from Bloomsbury Professional provides a comprehensive post-Budget coverage of the new revised tax rates, allowances and reliefs.Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2017/18 is: Far cheaper than any similar UK tax publication; Fully updated to the Budget 2017; User-friendly, with a spacious, easy-to-read layout;Compact enough to fit in your briefcase.Order your great value copy of Bloomsbury's
Tax Rates and Tables 2017/18 today and you will benefit from: Essential information for tax advisers, accountants and those working in finance; A clear, concise summary of all relevant tax data relating to the main UK taxes; Comparative figures for up to six years in many of the tables;Time-saving cross-references to legislation; A user-friendly format, grouped into individual taxes for easy access; Quick reference Key Dates
summary on inside cover; Summary of key 2017/18 changes; Tax Year planner; Number of days table - tax year. Contents: Essential tables; Key Tax Dates; Personal Taxation; Expenses and benefits; PAYE, RTI, CIS and student loans; Shares and Share options; Pensions, Investment income; Taxation of business profits; Taxation of companies; Capital Gains Tax; Inheritance tax, gifts and deceased estates; Capital Allowances;
Stamp Taxes; VAT; Other taxes and duties; National Insurance; Contributions (NICs); Tax Credits; Statutory payments; Penalties, Interest and HMRC Powers; State benefits; Indexes, exchanges, double taxation agreements and clearances
Capital Gains Tax 2018/19 examines the current legislation and HMRC guidance in a comprehensive and accessible style and is an invaluable book for all those who deal with capital gains tax on a regular basis. This established title uses examples and up-to-date tax cases throughout to aid accurate comprehension of the latest legislative changes. All coverage is up-to-date to the Finance Act 2018. Bloomsbury Professional Core
Tax Annuals include 'signposts' at the beginning of each chapter containing a summary of the main points and cross-references to relevant sections of the chapter. These, along with the 'focus' sections highlighting the key points in each chapter and examples which are presented in shaded panels for easier reference, makes Capital Gains Tax 2018/19 a convenient and accessible resource. This popular title covers: Introduction to
capital gains tax; Disposals; Computation of gains and losses; Particular assets; Residence, ordinary residence and domicile; Partnerships; Administration of an estate; Settlements.
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2015/16: Pre-Election Edition
Tax Tables 2012/13
Ray and Mclaughlin's Practical Inheritance Tax Planning
Tax Rates and Tables 2020/21: Budget Edition
Tax Rates and Tables 2021/22: Finance Act Edition

This unique book is a concise but complete tax planning manual for those advising high net worth individuals of the UK, US or any other nationality who have UK or US residence, assets or family members. Guide to US/UK Private Wealth Tax Planning covers all the information and legislation you are likely to require when advising clients exposed to both UK and US
taxation, providing you with: A quick reference summary of the UK and US rules applicable to your clients; A comprehensive summary of available unilateral and treaty planning techniques to avoid US estate tax or UK inheritance tax for clients who are non-domiciliaries of the UK or US; Optimal income and gains tax planning for foreign trusts with UK or US
beneficiaries; Integrated UK and US tax planning solutions for clients exposed to both UK and US tax. Previous edition ISBN: 9781845920272
Tax Tables 2016/17 provides accurate tables of all the new and revised tax rates and allowances from the 2016 budget.Delivered to your desk within 24 hours of the chancellor's Budget speech, it enables you to start using the updated facts and figures straight away. Tax Tables provides a succinct commentary on the key provisions and clearly laid out tables of new
rates and allowances.
Core Tax Annuals Full Set includes 6 Core Tax Annuals plus CD-ROM and are all fully updated to the latest Finance Act. Great value in-depth tax guides that cover all facets of UK taxation. This set of Core Tax Annuals are written by Bloomsbury Professional's leading UK tax authors. There is no compromise on content or quality, each book examines the latest
legislation and tax developments in detail. User-friendly and accessible, they show how to apply the new 2017/18 tax opportunities to your clients' financial affairs.Full set includes: Corporation Tax 2017/18 Capital Gains Tax 2017/18 Income Tax 2017/18 Inheritance Tax 2017/18 Trusts and Estates 2017/18 Value Added Tax 2017/18 PLUS a fully searchable CD-ROM
containing the text from this year's titles plus content from the previous four years' editions.
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables PackBloomsbury Professional
Core Tax Annuals 2017/18 Full Set
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2016/17: Budget Edition
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2012/13
Tax Tables 2017 2018
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2019/20
Offering a practical overview of income tax in the UK from one of the UK's leading tax writers, Income Tax 2019/20 covers day-to-day issues frequently encountered by tax practitioners, explaining in straightforward terms what the law means in practice. It provides
comprehensive coverage of: The UK tax system Income tax compliance The Scottish rate of income tax Savings and investments Pensions and benefits Employment Self-employment Property income Trusts and estates Non-residents Planning checklists This edition has been updated in
line with Finance Act 2019/20 and includes the following key topics: Commentary on prospective late payment penalties for income tax self-assessment Updates on tax-efficient investments and savings – including NS&I Premium Bonds Latest information on the taxation of
benefits-in-kind and expenses, including 'green' opportunities Changes to capital allowances, including the extension to the annual investment allowance and changes to the 'special rate' pool Updated commentary on how recent changes affect planning opportunities This
accessible reference guide has a user-friendly structure with 'signposts' at the beginning of each chapter to summarise key topics and 'focus points' throughout to highlight important issues. Numerous worked examples demonstrate how to apply the main principles in practice
and all examples are listed in a table at the beginning for quick navigation.
Capital Gains Tax 2017/18 examines the current legislation and HMRC guidance in a comprehensive and accessible style and is an invaluable book for all those who deal with capital gains tax on a regular basis.This established title uses plain English and includes examples
and the up-to-date tax cases throughout to aid accurate comprehension of the latest legislative changes. All coverage is up to date to Finance Act 2017. Bloomsbury Professional Core Tax Annuals include 'signposts' at the beginning of each chapter containing a summary of
the main points and cross-references to relevant sections of the chapter. These, along with the 'focus' sections highlighting the key points in each chapter and examples which are presented in shaded panels for easier reference, makes Capital Gains Tax 2017/18 a convenient
and accessible resource. This popular title covers: Introduction to capital gains tax; Disposals; Computation of gains and losses; Particular assets; Residence, ordinary residence and domicile; Partnerships; Administration of an estate; Settlements.
New planning strategies and tax saving opportunities Tax Planning 2017/18 covers new planning strategies and tax saving opportunities and the many situations and tax planning opportunities that practitioners encounter everyday when dealing with their clients' tax
affairs.Written by some of the UK's leading tax specialists and experienced authors, this book clearly and concisely explains key tax planning ideas and concepts and is fully updated to the latest Finance Act. This book is full of easily implementable technical suggestions
and advice. It outlines the planning opportunities and potential pitfalls concerning specific transactions and circumstances and demonstrates how to successfully organise and structure the finances of individuals, trusts, and unincorporated businesses and companies.
Practical and user-friendly, it contains worked examples throughout, and the short paragraphs and bullet-point style will help you to locate the information you need quickly and efficiently. This tax planning title concentrates on key areas of tax planning which are of
greater relevance to the tax practitioner on a day-to-day basis.
Recommended by the Chartered Institute of Taxation in The Sunday Times*Ray & McLaughlin's Practical Inheritance Tax Planning, 14th Edition is an essential guide to the IHT and planning issues that concern lawyers and accountants when advising clients on the most
appropriate course of action.This ever-popular IHT handbook has a practitioner-focused contents list which presents the topics in a clear, easy-to-follow order.The 14th edition comes complete with Bloomsbury Professional's trademark quick-reference structure which makes it
easier to find the key topics and scenarios. 'Signposts' at the beginning of each chapter provide a useful summary of the main points and cross references to the relevant commentary while 'focus points' throughout highlight important issues.Numerous worked examples
illustrate planning points, potential pitfalls and possible solutions for estate planning and, for the first time, all examples are listed in a table at the beginning for speedy navigation.*Previous edition, January 2013
Core Tax Annual: Capital Gains Tax 2017/18
Making and Breaking the Periodic Table
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2018/19: Budget Edition
Tax Planning 2017/18
A great gift for any flower girl or young wedding guest--a full-color activity and sticker book filled with all of the fun events of a wedding day and more than 300 reusable stickers. Have fun with this sweet activity book all about a flower girl's preparations for a special wedding day!
Packed with activities such as designing wedding invitations, coloring in the bride's dress, and using stickers to create a celebratory feast, I'm a Flower Girl! Activity and Sticker Book is a wonderful celebration of an extraordinary day!
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2016/17 Finance Act Edition provides you with comprehensive, post-Finance Act coverage of the new revised tax rates, allowances and reliefs. You'll have all the data you need to calculate your client's tax liabilities. Contents: Personal Taxation; Expenses and
Benefits; PAYE; Shares and Share Options; Taxation of Investment Income; Taxation of Business Profits; Taxation of Companies; Capital Gains Tax; Inheritance Tax; Capital Allowances; Stamp Taxes; Value Added Tax; Insurance Premium Tax; Landfill Tax; Aggregates Levy; Air Passenger Duty; Climate
Change Levy; Fuel Duty; Vehicle Excise Duty; National Insurance Contributions; Tax Credits; State Benefits and Statutory Payments; National Minimum Wage; General.
This popular book provides a comprehensive post-Budget coverage of the UK's new revised tax rates, allowances, and reliefs. Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2015/16 is fully updated to the UK's Budget 2015. It is user-friendly, with a spacious, easy-to-read layout, and it is compact enough to
fit into a briefcase. The book is essential information for UK tax advisers, accountants, and those working in finance. It includes a clear, concise summary of all relevant tax data relating to the main UK taxes, along with comparative figures for up to six years in many of the tables. The
book also includes time-saving cross-references to legislation, a quick reference Key Dates summary on inside cover, a summary of key 2015/16 changes, a Tax Year planner, and a number of days table - tax year. Contents: essential tables * key tax dates * personal taxation * expenses and
benefits * PAYE, RTI, CIS, and student loans * shares and share options * pensions * investment income * taxation of business profits * taxation of companies * capital gains tax * inheritance tax, gifts, and deceased estates * capital allowances * stamp taxes * VAT * other taxes and duties *
national insurance * contributions (NICs) * tax credits * statutory payments * penalties, interest, and HMRC powers * state benefits * indexes, exchanges, double taxation agreements and clearances.
Tax Tables provides a succinct commentary on the key provisions and clearly laid out tables of new rates and allowances. Contains: Budget 2017 Capital Gains Tax Corporation Tax Gifts to Charities Income Tax Inheritance Tax National Insurance Contributions Number of Days Table Tax Year Planner
Value Added Tax
Guide to US/UK Private Wealth Tax Planning
Tax Rates and Tables 2020/21
Incorporating and Disincorporating a Business
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2017/18: Budget Edition
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2016/17: Finance Act Edition

Contains the following titles:Tax Rates and Tables 2020/21: Budget Edition (9781526515490) Tax Rates and Tables 2020/21: Finance Act Edition (9781526515537)
This popular 250 page book from Bloomsbury Professional will provide you with comprehensive post-Budget coverage of the new revised tax rates, allowances and reliefs. Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2016/17 is: Far cheaper than any similar UK tax publication; Fully updated to the Budget 2016; User-friendly, with a spacious, easy-to-read layout; Compact enough to fit in your briefcase. Order your great value copy of
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2016/17 today and you will benefit from: Essential information for tax advisers, accountants and those working in finance; A clear, concise summary of all relevant tax data relating to the main UK taxes; Comparative figures for up to six years in many of the tables; Time-saving cross-references to legislation; A user-friendly format, grouped into individual taxes for easy access; Quick reference
Key Dates summary on inside cover; Summary of key 2016/17 changes; Tax Year planner; Number of days table - tax year. Contents: Essential tables; Key Tax Dates; Personal Taxation; Expenses and benefits; PAYE, RTI, CIS and student loans; Shares and Share options; Pensions, Investment income; Taxation of business profits; Taxation of companies; Capital Gains Tax; Inheritance tax, gifts and deceased estates; Capital
Allowances; Stamp Taxes; VAT; Other taxes and duties; National Insurance; Contributions (NICs); Tax Credits; Statutory payments; Penalties, Interest and HMRC Powers; State benefits; Indexes, exchanges , double taxation agreements and clearances.
Tax Tables 2012/13 provides accurate tables of all the new and revised taxrates and allowances from the 2012 budget. Delivered to your desk within 24 hours of the chancellor's Budget speech, it enables you to start using the updated facts and figures for the 2012-13 tax year straight away.Tax Tables provides a succinct commentary on the key provisions and clearly laid out tables of new rates and allowances.Contents: Budget
21 March 2012;Capital Gains Tax;Corporation Tax;Gifts to Charities;Income Tax;Inheritance Tax;National Insurance Contributions centre pages;Number of Days Table;Tax Year Planner;Value Added Tax.
A collection of all UK tax rates and tables with accompanying notes for clarification following the 2020 Budget. This title includes a section dealing with HMRC penalties and powers, and sections covering Scottish and Welsh Taxes.
Finance Act Edition
Bloomsbury Professional Capital Gains Tax 2019/20
Principles of International Taxation
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2015/16
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables Pack

This popular 250 page book from Bloomsbury Professional will provide you with comprehensive post-Budget coverage of the new revised tax rates, allowances and reliefs. Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2015/16 is: Far cheaper than any similar UK tax publication; Fully updated to the Budget 2015; User-friendly, with a spacious, easy-to-read
layout; Compact enough to fit in your briefcase. Order your great value copy of Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2015/16 today and you will benefit from: Essential information for tax advisers, accountants and those working in finance; A clear, concise summary of all relevant tax data relating to the main UK taxes; Comparative figures for up to
six years in many of the tables; Time-saving cross-references to legislation; A user-friendly format, grouped into individual taxes for easy access; Quick reference Key Dates summary on inside cover; Summary of key 2015/16 changes; Tax Year planner; Number of days table - tax year. Contents: Essential tables; Key Tax Dates; Personal Taxation;
Expenses and benefits; PAYE, RTI, CIS and student loans; Shares and Share options; Pensions, Investment income; Taxation of business profits; Taxation of companies; Capital Gains Tax; Inheritance tax, gifts and deceased estates; Capital Allowances; Stamp Taxes; VAT; Other taxes and duties; National Insurance; Contributions (NICs); Tax
Credits; Statutory payments; Penalties, Interest and HMRC Powers; State benefits; Indexes, exchanges , double taxation agreements and clearances. Previous print edition ISBN: 9781780434360
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2017/18 Finance Act Edition provides you with comprehensive, post Finance (No 2) Act 2017 coverage of the new revised tax rates, allowances and reliefs.You'll have all the data you need to calculate your client's tax liabilities.Contents: Personal Taxation; Expenses and Benefits; PAYE; Shares and Share Options;
Taxation of Investment Income; Taxation of Business Profits; Taxation of Companies; Capital Gains Tax; Inheritance Tax; Capital Allowances; Stamp Taxes; Value Added Tax; Insurance Premium Tax; Landfill Tax; Aggregates Levy; Air Passenger Duty; Climate Change Levy; Fuel Duty; Vehicle Excise Duty; National Insurance Contributions; Tax
Credits; State Benefits and Statutory Payments; National Minimum Wage; General.
Capital Gains Tax 2019/20 is an invaluable title for those who deal with capital gains tax on a regular basis. It examines the current legislation and HMRC guidance in a clear, comprehensive style and covers the following: Recent developments in CGT Computation of gains and losses and special rules for particular assets CGT for partners and
partnership assets CGT in the periods immediately before and after death CGT payable by trusts Charges for non-domicile or non-resident taxpayers and overseas gains Corporate gains, SSE and group reliefs Land and property including non-resident CGT Main residence relief Entrepreneurs' relief Investors' Relief Hold-over relief for gifts Rollover relief for business assets Relief on the incorporation of a business Venture capital reliefs including SEIS, EIS and SITR Relief for losses on loans to traders and on disposal of shares Transfer of shares to an Employee Ownership Trust CGT planning and anti-avoidance rules Taking on a practical approach to the subject and concentrating on
the most commonly found transactions and reliefs, the commentary in this title includes 147 examples, updated to the current tax year, and is cross-referenced to the tax legislation as well as to the HMRC manuals and to other HMRC guidance. This accessible reference guide has a user-friendly structure with 'signposts' at the beginning of each
chapter to summarise key topics and 'focus points' throughout to highlight important issues. Numerous worked examples demonstrate how to apply the main principles in practice and all examples are listed in a table for quick navigation.
Compiled on the day of the Budget by our expert team and printed overnight so that practitioners have a portable and easy to resource containing all the tax rates and tables relating to the forthcoming tax year. Tax Tables 2019 provides a succinct commentary on the key provisions and clearly laid out tables of new rates and allowances
announced in the October 2018 Budget.
Tax Tables 2016/17
Tax Rates and Tables 2021/22
Tax Tables 2015/16: Pre-Election Edition
The Phantom Table
Extended Set
Incorporating and Disincorporating a Business, Third Edition provides clear, detailed and practical guidance on the tax issues, planning points and pitfalls which may be encountered when incorporating a sole trader or partnership business, or when transferring a company's business to a sole trader or partnership. This authoritative handbook includes detailed coverage on all tax issues that might
apply to small businesses, including income tax and NICs, CGT, IHT, VAT and stamp taxes as well as in-depth content on how to deal with legal and accounting compliance issues. Since the publication of the last edition in early 2016, there has been significant legislative change reflected in several Finance Acts. This edition has been updated to reflect those changes. The changes include:
Entrepreneurs' relief: the relief restriction on the acquisition of goodwill from related parties (FA 2016) and subsequent changes to the relief conditions (FA 2019) Dividend tax reforms (FA 2016) The 'anti-phoenixism' targeted anti-abuse rule (FA 2016) Change in tax rate for loans to participators (FA 2016) Capital allowances changes – including increase in annual investment allowance and the new
structures and buildings allowance (FA 2019) The practical assistance contained within this book includes numerous worked examples, key point summaries, pro-forma elections and tables comparing the overall tax position for incorporated and unincorporated business owners, including the comparative tax impact of a bonus vs dividends. This edition includes a chapter on the complex area of
incorporating a limited liability partnership and a new chapter on incorporating a rental property business. The user-friendly structure features 'signposts' at the beginning of each chapter to provide a useful summary of the main points and 'focus points' which highlight important issues in each chapter. Tax practitioners, accountants and business proprietors will all benefit from the expert guidance
offered by this book.
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2015/16 Finance Act Edition provides you with comprehensive, post-Finance Act coverage of the new revised tax rates, allowances and reliefs. For ONLY .19.95 you'll have all the data you need to calculate your client's tax liabilities. Contents- Personal Taxation; Expenses and Benefits; PAYE; Shares and Share Options; Taxation of Investment Income; Taxation of
Business Profits; Taxation of Companies; Capital Gains Tax; Inheritance Tax; Capital Allowances; Stamp Taxes; Value Added Tax; Insurance Premium Tax; Landfill Tax; Aggregates Levy; Air Passenger Duty; Climate Change Levy; Fuel Duty; Vehicle Excise Duty; National Insurance Contributions; Tax Credits; State Benefits and Statutory Payments; National Minimum Wage; General. Previous print
edition ISBN- 9781780434377
Shortlisted for the 2020 AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for Excellence in Science Books Creating an element is no easy feat. It's the equivalent of firing six trillion bullets a second at a needle in a haystack, hoping the bullet and needle somehow fuse together, then catching it in less than a thousandth of a second – after which it's gone forever. Welcome to the world of the superheavy elements: a realm
where scientists use giant machines and spend years trying to make a single atom of mysterious artefacts that have never existed on Earth. From the first elements past uranium and their role in the atomic bomb to the latest discoveries stretching our chemical world, Superheavy will reveal the hidden stories lurking at the edges of the periodic table. Why did the US Air Force fly planes into
mushroom clouds? Who won the transfermium wars? How did an earthquake help give Japan its first element? And what happened when Superman almost spilled nuclear secrets? In a globe-trotting adventure that stretches from the United States to Russia, Sweden to Australia, Superheavy is your guide to the amazing science filling in the missing pieces of the periodic table. By the end you'll not
only marvel at how nuclear science has changed our lives – you'll wonder where it's going to take us in the future.
Tax Tables 2016/17 provides accurate tables of all the new and revised tax rates and allowances from the 2016 budget. Delivered to your desk within 24 hours of the chancellor's Budget speech, it enables you to start using the updated facts and figures for the 2016-17 tax year straight away. Tax Tables provides a succinct commentary on the key provisions and clearly laid out tables of new rates and
allowances.
Woolf, Fry, Russell and the Epistemology of Modernism
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2017/18: Finance Act Edition
Capital Gains Tax 2018/19
I'm a Flower Girl! Activity and Sticker Book
Superheavy

Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2013/14 Finance Act Edition provides you with comprehensive, post-Finance Act coverage of the new revised tax rates, allowances and reliefs for JUST £15.99!For ONLY £15.99 you'll have all the data you need to calculate your client's tax liabilities. Contents: Personal Taxation; Expenses and Benefits; PAYE; Shares and Share Options; Taxation of Investment
Income; Taxation of Business Profits; Taxation of Companies; Capital Gains Tax; Inheritance Tax; Capital Allowances; Stamp Taxes; Value Added Tax; Insurance Premium Tax; Landfill Tax; Aggregates Levy; Air Passenger Duty; Climate Change Levy; Fuel Duty; Vehicle Excise Duty; National Insurance Contributions; Tax Credits; State Benefits and Statutory Payments; National Minimum Wage;
GeneralPrevious ISBN: 9781847669773
This "Budget Edition" of Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2012/13 provides a comprehensive post-Budget coverage of the UK's new revised tax rates, allowances, and reliefs. It includes: essential information for UK tax advisers, accountants, and those working in finance * a clear, concise summary of all relevant tax data relating to the main UK taxes * comparative figures for up to six years in many
of the tables * time-saving cross-references to legislation * a user-friendly format, grouped into individual taxes for easy access * quick reference "Key Dates" summary on inside cover * summary of key 2012/13 changes * tax Year planner * number of days table - tax year.
Tax Tables 2015/16 provides accurate tables of all the new and revised tax rates and allowances from the 2015 budget. Delivered to your desk within 24 hours of the chancellor's Budget speech, it enables you to start using the updated facts and figures for the 2015-16 tax year straight away. Tax Tables provides a succinct commentary on the key provisions and clearly laid out tables of new rates and
allowances. Previous print edition ISBN: 9781780434698
Major study of Woolf's relationship to Bloomsbury and the aesthetic and philosophical developments of her time.
Tax Rates and Tables 2021/22: Budget Edition
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2015/16: Post-Election Edition
Bloomsbury Professional Tax Annuals 2019/20
Tax Tables 2018
Bloomsbury Professional Income Tax 2019/20
The Core Tax Annuals Extended Set includes 8 titles plus a fully searchable CD-ROM: Corporation Tax 2017/18 Capital Gains Tax 2017/18 Income Tax 2017/18 Inheritance Tax 2017/18 Trusts and Estates 2017/18 Value Added Tax 2017/18 PLUS: National Insurance Contributions 2017/18 Stamp Taxes 2017/18
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2018: Budget Edition provide comprehensive, post-Budget coverage of the new revised tax rates, allowances and reliefs, following the Autumn 2017 Budget. Covers the following: Personal Taxation; Expenses and Benefits; Payroll Matters; Shares and Share Options; Pensions and Investments Business Profits Taxation of Companies Capital Gains Tax Inheritance Tax, Gifts and Deceased Estates,
Capital Allowances Stamp Taxes VAT Other Taxes and Duties National Insurance Contributions Tax Credits and State Benefits Statutory Payments; HMRC Penalties, Interests and Powers; Scottish Taxes; International Issues
Tax Rates and Tables 2020/21: Finance Act Edition
Bloomsbury's Tax Rates and Tables 2013/14
Tax Tables 2019
Core Tax Annuals 2017/18 Extended Set
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